This paper constitutes a proposal of a method of spectral shaping of the watermark signal without adjusting the interception point based directly on psychoacoustics of the human auditory system and the proposed calculation formula. The proposed calculation formula enables correction of watermark signal both as regards its spectrum shape and adjustment of watermark signal to the host's JND.
Introduction
Information hiding is one of the techniques used in digital signal processing. Digital watermarking [1] is the information hiding technique used to hide additional digital content within original content (digital music, image, movie), for example to ensure identifiability of an acoustic signal among many other identical signals. In such an event the watermark signal (WS) inserted into the original host signal (HS) must be not only be resistant to intentional and unintentional degradation factors, but also perceptually transparent. In case of acoustic signals transparency of WS is ensured by means of the so--called psychoacoustic models, which are based on the human auditory system (HAS) and used in information hiding technique to compute the just noticeable difference (JND) level. In psychoacoustics the JND level is defined as the level of distortion that can be perceived in 50% of experimental trials. Of course, as calculation of the JND level is based on average and subjective perception of listeners with normal hearing and no loss of hearing is indicated by the audiogram in case of listeners with normal hearing, listeners with an exceptionally sensitive auditory system who are often referred to as "golden ears" are in most cases still able to perceive a difference between the original and the signal degraded to JND level. In the subjective fidelity audio test conducted in accordance with BS-1116 recommendation the listener is asked to assess which of the two presented similar audio stimuli has been degraded acoustically. Therefore the purpose of psychoacoustic models is to provide the basis for mathematical computation of a response to the acoustic stimulus perceived by the listener. The watermarked (WM) signal equals HS with embedded WS corrected to the JND level. * e-mail: Zbigniew.Piotrowski@wel.wat.edu.pl
Presented below is the mathematical formula for calculation of the spectral correction coefficient, which constitutes the basis of correction of WS to JND level. WS correction to JND level is calculated through incorporation of the human auditory system into the Mpeg Layer 1 lossy compression algorithm, which is commonly referred to as the mp3 format. The proposed spectrum correction coefficient differs from the standard method for calculation of the insertion point, by which the WS spectrum is corrected [2] [3] [4] .
Human auditory systempsychoacoustic model
The objective of the acoustic perception model is to estimate the minimum masking threshold for each critical sub-band (n) within Bark scale, defined in [5] [6] [7] as:
where LT g (i) -global masking threshold computed for each spectral line (i), n -critical sub-band (Bark) specified as in [8, 9] :
Bark critical bands can be presented as a function of a Bark scale number and the corresponding linear frequency [Hz] , as in Fig. 1 . The minimum masking threshold (LT min ) constitutes the basis for calculation of the signal-to-mask ratio (SMR), as in Fig. 2 .
SMR is the difference between the masker and the minimum value of the masking threshold within band measured in the Bark scale and SMR is expressed with the following formula: ical band n (Bark), as against reference level pp = 20 µPa and expressed with the following formula:
SPL(n) = 20 log 10(p/pp).
(3) The minimum masking threshold is computed on the basis of the frequency masking effect. This means that, based on the so-called spreading function, it is possible to estimate both the frequency areas and the corresponding signal levels below which the signal will be inaudible, as the given frequency range is dominated by another signal that is stronger than the remaining signals, as in Fig. 3 . The shape of the spreading functions depends on the Bark critical band (n) and it can be expressed with the following formula:
(4) The minimum masking threshold for the signal under consideration is presented in Fig. 4 . 
Watermark psychoacoustic correction
procedures Determination of the minimum masking threshold is useful in determination of the spectral shape and efficiency of the watermark. When WS is corrected just below the minimum masking threshold, the JND level is reached, which constitutes a guarantee that the corrected watermark embedded into HS will be inaudible for most listeners with normal hearing. This is possible due to the fact that any energy just below LT min is inaudible to HAS.
Another well-known watermark correction method [2, 7, 9] is based on determination of the minimum masking threshold for HS. The watermark signal WS is generated in accordance with a well-known pseudo-random noise sequence and represented by white noise. The first stage of WS formation consists in spectral shaping of white noise to LT min shape by frequency filtering. White noise undergoes fast Fourier transformation (FF) and then is combined with LT min values for each subband.
The second stage consists in correction of WS against the LT min curve interception point. This stage is completed by computation of the minimum difference (of the correction coefficient) between LT min curve and shaped noise (coloured noise) in the logarithmic scale of the signal's amplitude. Upon application of inversion fast Fourier transformation (IFFT) coloured noise is corrected by means of the correction coefficient. The resulting noise is inaudible in the presence of the original signal. The stages of watermark correction are presented in Fig. 5 . The corrected watermark signal is then embedded into HS. As a result the output shaped noise (WS) after the two-stage correction procedure is inaudible at HS presence. To sum up, the method proposed in [2] requires the following: In stage 1: one FFT operation and one multiplication of the mask with a complex signal (FFT for WS, multiplication of LT min mask vector with WS spectrum).
In stage 2: computation of the minimum difference between corrected WS (coloured noise) and LT g global masking threshold (LT min set for all Bark subbands), computation of IFFT for corrected WS and multiplication of corrected WS by the correction coefficient.
The method proposed in this paper consists of one stage and is based on the following formula for computation of only one correction coefficient on the basis of the psychoacoustic model: The windowing function, defined as normalization to 96 dB SPL reference level, is carried out in standard [5] in accordance with the following formula:
Normalization to the reference level 96 dB SPL is carried out in standard [5] using the following formula:
The result of normalization for power density function for one HS frame is presented in Fig. 6 . The obtained value Delta H equals in this example 126.58 dB. Correction of WS in accordance with the proposed procedure requires performance of two FFT operations and one multiplication of the complex vector by correction coefficient coef WM (FFT is required for determination of normalized power spectrum density function, multiplication of WS spectrum vector by correction coefficient coef WM and IFFT in order to obtain the corrected WS vector in time). Figure 7 presents the results of one-stage correction. Fig. 7 . Watermark signal one-stage correction procedure using proposed formula. Upper curve -signal spectrum before correction, bottom one -after correction procedure.
Comparison of computational effectiveness
of the two proposed watermark signal correction procedures The computational requirements for the method proposed in [2] , according to the two-stages signal processing, are as follows:
Stage 1 is dedicated to frequency domain filtering and requires performance of the following procedures: one FFT of the white noise, one multiplication of the mask vector with the noise spectrum. Successful completion of stage 1 results in the so-called coloured noise with spectral shape that resembles the curve of minimum masking threshold (JND level). Stage 2 consists in normalization of the signature to signal level and requires calculation of the minimum difference between WS (coloured noise) and the calculated LT min level, as well as performance of one IFFT and one multiplication of WS in time domain with the correction coefficient.
The procedure proposed in this paper requires only one stage of processing of watermark signal consisting in one FFT, one multiplication of complex watermark signal by the correction coefficient coef WM , and one IFFT to get filtered WS in time domain.
Experimental results
The basic metrics of the watermarked signal, using proposed WS correction method based on (5) formula, were calculated. The computed metrics are described by the following formulae:
peak signal to noise ratio,
In 
Conclusion
The proposed method of psychoacoustic correction of watermark signal proves to be efficient as against existing methods. In real-time processing mode the actual cost of computation constitutes the key element as regards implementation of the digital signal transformation algorithm. The proposed method of correction of the signal to JND level was implemented in real-time watermarking system in order to hide additional information in an acoustic signal. The method discussed above may be implemented in state-of-the-art applications used for watermarking acoustic content in order to fulfil the needs of, among others, Digital Rights Management Systems.
